A Quieter Fleet

Reduce noise on the frac site without sacrificing performance. NexTier delivers innovative solutions that combine over-the-top capabilities with quiet, unassuming efficiency. Featuring numerous sound-attenuation advancements, our equipment is designed to meet or exceed even the most stringent noise requirements for light industrial activity.
Quietly making noise.

Each of these custom-equipped units is outfitted with brand-new, top-tier mechanical components that help improve safety and efficiency while also reducing noise.

Solid, safer performance
Advancements include noise-reducing enclosure panels, a quiet cube radiator that provides internal baffling, and purpose-built construction to minimize vibration. Combining NexTier's exceptional efficiencies and stringent commitment to safety, it's the safest, most efficient fleet you never heard of.

Sound confidence
With facilities strategically located to service every major US shale basin, NexTier is ready to deliver the equipment and materials you need – along with unsurpassed expertise to achieve exceptional results.

Features
- High-rate, high-pressure fleet with reduced-noise pumps, blenders, hydration units and data van
- Sound attenuation meets or exceeds even the most stringent noise regulations
- Integrated fire-suppression system
- Quiet cube radiator for noise reduction and efficient cooling
- Vibration-minimizing construction
- Sliding maintenance fender with platform and doors designed for safe and easy access
- Cold-weather kit
- Automated fueling tanks with central fueling connections
- Heavy-duty pump iron isolators for treating-iron integrity
- Remote-capable job monitoring and control